Digital Video Manager

INTUITIVE INTELLIGENCE

Smart, Integrated Surveillance

Honeywell Digital Video Manager

Smart, integrated surveillance

enterprise protection

An integrated approach to security and incident management helps reduce risk to
people, assets and the environment. Honeywell Digital Video Manager is a scalable,

FORENSICS, EFFECTIVE INVESTIGATIONS AND MITIGATION

digital closed-circuit television (CCTV) surveillance solution that helps to increase
operational efficiencies, decrease lifecycle costs, and improve users’ decision-making
capabilities. Integrated with Honeywell Enterprise Buildings Integrator (EBI), the value
of DVM is amplified, typically delivering heightened levels of security and operational
efficiencies. Promote operational efficiencies and business integrity with optimized
enterprise-wide integrated protection.

empower
security
operators
to do more
with less

RAPID ADOPTION, reduced DISRUPTION
Accelerated product discovery promotes configuration time savings and
reduces disruption to facility operations.

DVM CONSOLE provides an agile navigation experience, enabling a faster response to security
event management that can increase operational efficiencies. Flexible workspace, instant and
synchronized playback, motion searching, integrated analytics and synchronized video
export continue to empower security operators to better manage threats and reduce
response time.

EFFICIENT AND SCALABLE CONFIGURABility
Multi-layered, high density and high volume surveillance capability promotes
ease of scalability and expandability for a smarter long-term investment.
DVM’s distributed video architecture seamlessly integrates the video
operations of numerous systems onto one virtual platform.

MULTI-SENSORY OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
Featuring voice command, mobility, touch screen interface, video walls
and more, DVM provides more options, and greater flexibility, helping
to save critical detection, analysis and reaction time.

BROADER CHOICE, FLEXIBLE OPERATION
Flexible and intelligent viewing integrated with maps, video walls,
mobile devices and smart displays enables flexible operation, efficient
collaboration and a faster response.

SIMPLIFY ROUTINE TASKS
ROBUST, RELIABLE AND RESILIENT
Available, encrypted security operating environment with true redundancy at server and at
recording media. Intelligent self-monitoring metrics including memory, power supply, disc
failure and more, enabling greater insight into system status.

Intelligent automation simplifies routine tasks removing the need for
complex scripting. Facility-wide rules, such as activating a camera
recording when an incident occurs, can be configured in minutes.

CONFIDENCE IN APPLICATION
CURRENT AND SUPPORTED
A current and supported IT operating system promoting improved cyber
security helps you better keep pace with the evolving IT world.

Smart surveillance solution of choice for thousands of facilities world-wide. From
stadiums to airports, commercial buildings to industrial ports, retail centres to data
centres, DVM offers flexibility, intelligent control and extensibility.

The power of integrated security
INTEGRATED ENTERPRISE PROTECTION

DO MORE WITH LESS

PREDICTIVE NOT REACTIVE SECURITY

REDUCE LIFECYCLE COSTS

An application of Honeywell Enterprise Buildings Integrator,
DVM seamlessly integrates with other building automation
systems including fire and life safety, access control, time
and attendance, communications, IT sub systems, third
party applications and more, enabling a more intuitive and
easy to use security solution.

Users of the integrated security platform benefit from a
single login with a fully integrated security context. Security
operators can perform system configuration, viewing,
recording, archiving and retrieval of video recordings from
a single EBI workstation, promoting increased operational
efficiency, removing operational silos and reducing training
costs.

Intelligent automation, intuitive alarming, video sensor
technology and latest video analytics promote a predictive
security solution, helping to mitigate risk. Recordings can
be activated by platform alarms and accessible directly
from the EBI alarm management screen through hotlinks
to the recorded video promoting a more intuitive security
management system.

DVM employs an extraordinary approach to security
management that can reduce capital costs when compared to
a proprietary hardware solution.

ebi.honeywell.com

Subscribing to global standards for open integration of
physical security products, DVM can typically be deployed
into dedicated or existing IT infrastructure, enhancing
interoperability, and is adaptable to specific requirements.

Honeywell, your integrated, innovative
technologies provider.

Honeywell is a leading provider of intelligent security, building, energy
and life-safety management solutions and services to thousands of
facilities around the world. From design to installation, commissioning
to maintenance support, we tap into both our global portfolio and our
local expertise to provide customized solutions that help to solve your
business challenges – today and tomorrow.
Emerging threats to commercial, industrial, transport, defence, and
mission critical installations often require new ideas, technologies,
and solutions to safeguard people, buildings, assets and
businesses.
Our goal is to help you realize the full potential of advanced
technologies by providing high-performance systems that deliver
uncompromising reliability and sophisticated security solutions.

Staying current starts now
Bringing your building automation system ‘up-to-date’ will promote
enhanced business continuity, safety, security and stability. All of
this in an affordable package that offers a fixed, predictable cost.
Through ongoing lifecycle management of the automation system,
additional financial benefits in the areas of energy and operational
savings can also be achieved – often making updates cost neutral
or even a net benefit.
Now is the perfect time to realize the many benefits of updating
your building automation system. And Honeywell can show you
how to do it painlessly through a new Lifecycle Management
service contract. To take the first step, just contact your Honeywell
representative or call +44 (0)870 600 1659.

Find out more
To learn more about Digital
Video Manager Release 600,
visit www.dvm.honeywell.com
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